
Choose an EHR partner you can trust

When replacing your orthopedic 
practice’s EHR, choosing the 
right technology—and the right 
partner—is critical to care quality, 
workflow efficiency, and your 
financial performance. To make the 
transition as smooth as possible, 
consider NextGen Healthcare.

Experience that makes change easier
We offer extensive experience implementing timely, seamless 
migration from other systems used by orthopedic practices to 
NextGen® Enterprise EHR. We consider facilitating this transition 
in keeping with our mission: to improve the lives of professionals 
who practice and administer orthopedic medicine and the 
patients for whom they provide care. 

Sharpen your edge to:

•  Achieve optimal clinical outcomes

•  Improve revenue generation

•  Navigate the journey to value-based care

An ortho-specific approach
Aging patient populations and changing reimbursement models 
make it more critical to have the right technology in place. 

A configurable ortho-specific EHR will help you manage growth 
and maintain independence. Mobile, practice management, 
and patient engagement solutions, along with revenue cycle 
management services, can further your efforts to provide 
excellent care.

“With the help of NextGen® RCM 
Services, we remained committed 
to our focus on patient care and 
were able to make necessary 
process changes to weather the 
COVID-19 storm. The financial 
insights we have empower us to 
make data-driven decisions every 
day to improve our business and 
maximize profitability.”
Paige LeMay 
Chief Executive Officer 
Coastal Orthopedics



 
Visit nextgen.com/ortho to learn more.

Extensive capabilities to help grow  
your practice
With support from NextGen Enterprise, your practice can: 

• Enhance workflows and save time with end-to-end 
orthopedic solutions 

• Minimize documentation burdens with mobile dictation 
and NextPen® digital pen

• Gain more visibility into your practice’s performance  
with financial and operational analytics

• Streamline clinical workflows with specialty-specific, 
configurable content

• Stay current with regulatory and reporting requirements 

• Automate the delivery of personalized communications 

• Provide an easier, more engaging check-in and  
billing experience 

• Automate charge creation and streamline claims to  
reduce denials

• Support patient outreach with insights into risk levels and 
gaps in care 

• Aggregate clinical data from disparate systems with  
easy-to-activate APIs 
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Training for successful implementation
On-site training, e-learning, and remote training are available 
to fast-track your implementation for everyone in your 
practice—the front office, physicians and other clinical staff, 
business operations, and IT professionals. If you have a learning 
management system, NextGen Enterprise-related content can be 
quickly uploaded for maximum efficiency.

No learning management system? No problem. You can use 
a turnkey solution with thousands of courses that can be 
customized to meet your needs.

Switching your EHR doesn’t  
have to be stressful. NextGen 
Healthcare offers a better way.
Visit nextgen.com/ortho to learn more.
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